
Chapter 3474 

“It’s a golden body!” 

George Han exclaimed almost at the same time. 

Yes, although there are two possibilities, George Han can clearly remember the fundamental reason why 

he was able to press the dragon’s soul into his body and make it impossible to get out at all. 

That’s right, it’s gold. 

The golden body is obviously at least one grade higher than the dragon, so if you have to choose 

between the two, then the golden body is obviously the most sensible choice. 

Secondly, the golden body is indeed the most similar to a certain extent, and it is also the most likely to 

manipulate the subconscious mind of one’s own body so that one can complete the corresponding 

actions of those methods that they do not understand at all. 

“What’s your background?” 

George Han couldn’t help but ask his golden body strangely, which was simply too incredible. 

“You used to know these secret methods, right?” 

Obviously, not only the souls of the true gods could see the essence of the matter, but George Han 

himself could also figure it out. 

Only if he knows, he can automatically come out subconsciously, and it is still the kind of very skilled 

meeting. 

It is as if people learned to ride bicycles when they were on the earth, but because of the development 

and advancement of society, bicycles have become obsolete, and people mostly use cars and other ways 

to travel. 

But even in this case, if one day it is really necessary to suddenly change to riding a bicycle, even the 

bicycle technology that has been silent for decades will automatically emerge subconsciously. 

This is an instinctive reflection after being extremely skilled. 

Obviously, this is the case now. 

“Actually, I can 

understand that those true gods can’t figure out these three spells. After all, the sentence sequence and 

weird pronunciation of these mental methods are actually not like the pronunciation of our current 

people. It is more like an extremely ancient language. 

” It seems that it is not the current stage, but the ancient times.” 

Although the Qiqiangqi is not here, George Han could not confirm this conjecture in front of this ancient 

beast, but with more and more ancient things, George Han has already begun to determine that there is 

definitely a world before the fault like ancient times. 



Since that world exists, it is not impossible that this secret technique is ancient. 

But there is also a place for meticulous thinking and fear. If my golden body can understand these 

ancient methods, then it… 

also comes from ancient times? 

When George Han thought of this, he couldn’t help but take a breath of cold air. 

If so 

, it would be too scary, right?! 

With a helpless sigh, the golden body that has followed him for many years actually hides so many 

secrets, which is really surprising. 

However, what is his origin? 

George Han couldn’t understand. Obviously, it’s not realistic to ask about it. The only thing that can be 

done right now is to follow the circumstances and work hard at the moment. 

Since it can, then George Han simply made a bargain and let him subconsciously drive him to practice. 

Thinking of this, George Han is no longer idle. He recites all the difficult mental methods one by one, and 

then the whole person also assumes a completely relaxed posture, so that the body can achieve a self-

reliant state. follow-up state. 

Just a few minutes later, George Han’s body began to move slowly again following his instincts and 

formulas 

. 

And his body, the same as before, was first a cyan light with a chain of charms, then a red light with a 

flying dragon, and finally, the golden light appeared and the shadow of the great god appeared. 

The three eccentric methods were once again passed by him, and this time, it was another whole day. 

When the third day came, George Han basically had a certain amount of his own muscle memory for the 

three ancient methods. At the same time, he began to practice little by little without relying on his 

body’s subconscious mind. 

This is a bit difficult, but the simple fact is that George Han can basically master it by himself. 

Then, following this point, George Han began to deduce the meaning of some mental formulas. Soon 

after, George Han gradually began to decipher some unfamiliar words, and also began to be surprised to 

find out about these three doors. Some shocking secrets about spells… 

Chapter 3475 

“You Emperor!” 

“Burning silence!” 

“Too virtual!” 



If there is no mistake, these are their three corresponding names. 

Breaking the dream and swallowing the soul, extolling the power, is the Emperor You. 

Passed by the raging fire, ten thousand bones are withered, which is the burning silence. 

It depends on the faintness, the power of ancient times is too empty. 

The three mental methods, the Emperor You are the master, the burning silence is the master, and the 

emptiness is the master. 

In other words, Youhuang is a kind of defense, which absorbs the power of the opponent to form a self-

defense armor. This kind of method is somewhat similar to Wuxiang Divine Art. It is a typical case of 

strong, strong, weak when weak. 

Fen Ji is an attack method, similar to George Han’s Skyfire, but there are great differences. If Skyfire is a 

tracking missile that does not require George Han to control too much, then Fen Ji is more like George 

Han. Explosive pack in hand. 

As for the power of this explosive pack, Han 

George Han didn’t know. He just said that his anger would cause his bones to dry up. 

The last is too empty. 

Even though George Han translated the mental method into some words through actions, it was still 

somewhat difficult to understand its true meaning. 

He only roughly translated the meaning of what the Dao does not have in it, and if it is just speculation, 

this kind of thing should be related to the internal force of adjusting the breath and so on. 

But this is only a generalization. The content in it is too profound, and it is absolutely not possible to 

infer the relevant meaning by some actions or something. 

Regarding this point, George Han is not particularly worried, because one thing George Han is very clear 

about is that these things really come from ancient times. 

The above description is very short, and there is no specific mention of the year, but the above sentence 

has its existence. 

“It seems that the fault is real, and more and more ancient things are beginning to appear continuously, 

which also confirms this.” 

“However, the existence and appearance of anything and everyone in this world has its meaning. What 

does the arrival of these things mean?” 

George Han didn’t understand. 

Could it be that those things before the fault are about to appear? Is the cause of the fault also 

appearing? But what does this have to do with me? 



Although George Han never looked down on himself, he definitely wouldn’t make himself arrogant 

enough to be involved in the world’s major events. 

George Han didn’t understand or think about it. What he just wanted to know at the moment was the 

power of the thirteen divine skills he had cultivated. 

But trying thirteen 

things are really laborious and laborious. Although I don’t worry about the seal of the earth coming 

back, George Han is always human and will be tired. 

In the end, George Han decided to try three ancient methods. 

You Huang naturally has no conditions, after all, this requires an opponent, and he can’t use the 

gluttonous as a guinea pig. 

After all, they are also ancient behemoths. Although Huluo Pingyang was bullied by dogs, he was 

following him in the end, and there was no need to lose face. 

Then the rest is Fen Ji and Tai Xu. 

At present, Taixu George Han still doesn’t understand what it means. Naturally, he doesn’t know what 

he is doing. George Han decided to put it on hold for the time being. 

Therefore, the so-called burning silence remains. 

In fact, George Han has always been deeply 

curious about the power of this “dynamite bag” on his body. 

Therefore, in terms of emotion and reason, it is the “thing that I am most looking forward to since I have 

been in retreat for three days.” 

Thinking of this, George Han is no-nonsense, and even quite anxious, he directly uses the magic. 

“Om!!” 

With just one movement, the surrounding fiery red color instantly filled his body, and four dragon-like 

talismans instantly surrounded his chest. 

“When the fire passes, the bones will be withered!” 

“Boom!” With 

a soft voice, the four talismans suddenly turned around, and the next second, as if something had been 

opened, the four talismans suddenly changed their original trajectories. And a little vertical on its chest. 

“Wow!” The 

four sigils jumped directly, and instantly disappeared into George Han’s arm. 

At almost the same time, George Han’s arm suddenly became red, like a red-hot soldering iron… 

 


